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Hard work has no shortcuts in any roadmap to success – may it be educational success or may it 
be financial success or may it be success in any sports. My article title and the article itself do 
not deny this very essential element before one could reap in fruits of financial well- being in 
life. However, through this article, what I wish to give you is a glimpse of very simple, almost-
safe and not-so-difficult method of earning money, such that this method is having potential of 
giving you upto 100% more financial returns on your monthly or yearly investments, as 
compared to what you might have got in till today in life. 
 
You may or may not be an investor in stock markets in recent or distant past and you may or 
may not have made big-small profits or losses in stock market. No matter which category 
individual falls, all of us are aware of fact that Stock market investments are risky investments 
where you can loose your money fast or you can become wealthy faster than any other way. 
However, the trick that I shall try to explain in this article would substantially reduce the risk 
of investing in stock market and would retain the high profit potential that is inherent in these 
types of investments. 
 
Derivative markets are SEBI-regulated markets run “parallel to Stock Markets”. For example, 
National Stock Exchange has ‘stock market’ as well as ‘stock derivatives market’. Unlike stock 
market, derivative transactions require larger amount of money and have greater risk and 
reward ratio. That means, you can really win [or loose] ten thousand rupees in a day in 
derivatives market. If you are shrewd investor, are knowledgeable about stock trading, know 
where the economy is going, know how to mathematically predict possible stock markets, you 
simply do not have to do any Naukri!! You rather play in derivative markets and that’s 
it!!....you would profit more than your monthly salary!! However, this should not sound 
amazing to you [neither it does to me]. In derivatives market, more rewards or possibility of 
big profit means there is more risk of loosing money as well. If you can make 10,000 per day, 
you can loose 15,000 per day too!! Now if that is the case, then why am I writing this article? 
Read on . . . 
 
Notwithstanding above points, there are some simple derivative trading tricks, methods which 
work to eliminate the risks in derivatives market and still retain the high profit possibility of 
this type of market. These methods at times eliminate needs on investor’s part to study stock 
movement and do not require him/her to have ability to predict market or stock movements. 
Further some of these techniques carry much less risks than even stock market investments, 
which make them very amazing. They help you to make profit even in falling markets. I am 
amazed on them, are you getting amazed too? You should. Read on…. 
 
My article is to introduce you to the very very basics of derivatives market and to give you an 
example of one such simple, almost-risk-free technique that should be able to help you make 
Rs. 10,000 per month on investments of less than 1 lakh. 
 
Let’s talk on how derivatives market is different than stock market. Derivatives market is 
where you only do a ‘contract’ to either sell or buy the stocks ‘at specified price and at 



specified date and in specified minimum quantity’. However, you actually do not buy or sell 
the stocks but only exchange money between you to opposite party of contract [or vice versa], 
depending upon stock price movements. I think if this sounds confusing to you, here is a 
complete example of derivatives trading: A and B are two investors in derivatives market and 
do a contract such that “A contracts to buy from B, the 200 stocks of Infosys at a price of Rs. 
2025 per stock, and to buy it on specified date of 31-May-2007”. Lets assume that A and B do 
this contract on 27-April-2007 when Infosys price is 2000. Now doing this contract and all that 
happens through internet or through your brokers which are connected to NSE. Please note that 
A and B have done only contract to buy-sell Infosys stocks but are not actually buying or selling 
here. OK, so having done with contract, if the price of Infosys gains to around say 2075 by end 
of trading of 31-May, then as per the above contract, A would be theoretically buying at 2025, 
a price that is lesser than the closing price for 31-May for Infosys. That would mean B incurred 
a theoretical loss of Rs. 50 per stock and on total 200 stocks of contract, B would pay in to A, 
the amount equal to 50 x 200 = 10,000 rupees. Now this is terribly risky for somebody who 
happens to be B rather than A. But before we discuss one simple technique which tries to 
eliminate this risk, let’s summarize what a derivative trading is all about in few points: 
 
� Derivatives market run parallel to stock market 
� Only ‘contract to buy or sell’ is made in derivatives market, no actually sell-buy happens 
� Only money gets transferred from one to other party, such that the party, whose price view 

gets correct, gets the money. 
� Who wins or looses is decided on closing price of ‘specified date’ and money transfer 

happens then only. 
� Investor can ‘transfer’ their contract to another third party investor before specified date, 

after accepting whatever profit or loss w.r.to price then, should investor wish not to wait 
till above mentioned ‘specified date’. 

� One can enter the contract through either Sell or Buy. If you entered through Buy, then you 
can transfer your contract through Sell and vice versa. 

� Contract transaction or contract transfer transaction happens through an exchange-
specified minimum number of stocks. For example, 200 in minimum contract size specified 
by NSE for Infosys, 600 is for Wipro 

� Price of derivative contract [the price of contract] is generally slightly more or less than 
underlying stock’s current price. That means, if the Infosys price currently trading at say 
2025, then derivative contracts’ buy-sell are going on in the range of say 2015 to 2035. 

� NSE through its mechanism guarantees the payment between two parties 
 
I here make a safe assumption that you have understood the basic concept of derivatives 
trading. If you have not understood, then just give me a call on my email and I shall explain 
you. 

 

The spread derivatives – easiest and safest of all in Derivatives 
 

The basic theme used in this technique is that stock [and derivative price] movements of 
different stocks in the same type of industry move ‘almost parallel’ provided the stocks are of 
relatively large & same sized companies. For example, if you take stock pairs of Reliance 
Communications Vs Bharti Airtel, Wipro Vs Infosys or say HDFB Bank Vs ICICI Bank, the 
movement of stock in pair is always “almost symmetrical” if not “perfectly symmetrical”. To 
understand this point, see below figure, which shows how closely Wipro and Infosys had been 
moving together for more than couple of past years. 
 
 
Over to next page……. 



 
 
However, during the entire flow of the stock prices, there happens to be time zones, when the 
price movement curves of two stock in pair either come closer to each other, or move a bit 
away from each other, or cross each other before continuing. See figure below. 
 
Steps in spread derivative strategy: 
 
1> Choose a pair as described above 
2> Enter into two derivative contracts corresponding to two stocks of the chosen pair at 
relatively same time 
3> In one contract, enter from Sell side and in other contract of another stock in pair, enter 
from Buy side. 
4> Thus at any random future point, profit in one contract is “almost” same as loss in other, as 
two stock move very closely to each other. 
5> Close both the contract in a pair at a point of time, when the profit in one contract is more 
than the loss in other contract. 
 
All this is illustrated in below figure. See next page… 
 
 



 
 
 
The very advantages and salient points of this technique is: 
1> Much less risky than stock investment, as if there is net loss, you can wait till net figure is 
towards profit 
2> If there is fast or steep, rise or fall in stock market, you are risk free due to opposite 
positions of two similar stocks of the pair 
3> Being derivatives contract, even a marginal movements of two curves towards or away from 
each other may yield you a profit that could be easily in five digits. 
 
However, to enter into this kind of technique, broker would ask you to deposit ‘margin money’ 
of around 75,000. But with ease of making 5 to 10 thousand in a month on this deposit, it’s like 
getting almost 100% returns in a year. If you could invest more margin money, just do a simple 
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arithmetic and see how amazing it would be for you to make as much per month as would be 
your monthly salary income!! However, this technique requires that you have internet access to 
your broker’s website during trading hours. In case you do not have access to internet at your 
workplace, or do not know much about internet, you can tell your broker to do transactions 
using this technique on behalf of you, and they shall be more than happy. 
 
I shall however, advise you to have a sufficient understanding of stock market terms and 
working details, read a good book on derivatives to clear all concepts in derivatives, know the 
inherent risk very well and then only get into derivatives trading. You should also possess 
ability that is certainly beyond a dumb investor if not like an expert investor. Once ready with 
all this, you should do dummy trading, and trying to evaluate how you fair in your trades. Once 
you are confident, you can jump in. Also, derivatives trader needs a good amount of patience 
to make money and willingness to accept mistakes and exit the trades quickly that are 
otherwise moving towards losses. 
 
There are literally more than few dozen techniques that I can think of in derivatives – which 
can enable an investor to make money in derivatives and still carry much less risks. Example 
given above is simplest of all. As you study derivatives more, your thinking would tell you more 
such techniques.  
 
So to summarize, to increase your profits, you need willingness to learn more into derivatives, 
willingness to learn more techniques, strong mind to accept any possible losses, good financial 
position to begin with [75,000 to start with] and good friends like me!!! ☺☺☺ 

 

Recommending one book for you – “Basics of Futures and Options” by Mahajan, Vision Books, 
New Delhi. If you need any further help, let me know on my email given below.  
 
Happy derivative investing and retire from work not from life!! 
 
- Kedar Agarkar  [kedar.agarkar@gmail.com] 
 
 
Disclaimer: 
 
Above article is only an academic understanding view, and not necessarily would guarantee 
profit always. You should do the said trading only if you are sure of what you are doing and 
when you are doing in derivative markets after reading more material on topic and studying 
further. You should use your own judgments; consult your investment advisors rather than 
sayings in above article. You should also study risks associated with derivative markets and 
understand them fully. Only when you are confident overall, you can trade in derivatives using 
your own calculations and risks. 
 
This article was first published by Kedar Agarkar in magazine published by Tapovan Society, 
Warje around 7-8 years ago and is copyrighted to Kedar Agarkar. Article could be freely 
distributed for any educational purpose without any changes and only after retention of this 
footnote 


